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Congratulations for your New LiveTracker24-b Device
Here are the steps to activate your device for the first time
1) Insert your SIM into your normal phone and deactivate the PIN
2) Insert the SIM into the LiveTracker24 and turn the device on

3) Go to the "LiveTracker24 setup" page on your account and edit the LiveTracker24 entry to
add the phone number of the SIM card
4) Click on the "setup" button and fill in the APN , then press "SET APN"
Your device will go live in 30 sec to 2 min , if you put it in a place with view to the sky.

SECTION 2

1 Turning device on
If you wish to turn on the device, push the (5) button and wait a few seconds until green battery LED
turns off. After that device will vibrate hardly and play a melody. If device will not turn on, check the
lock/unlock (10) switch, it should be unlocked, or charge the battery.

2 Turning device off

3 INDICATING THE STATUS
If you wish to find out in which mode and what the device is doing at the time, observe as carefully
as possible the status of the three indicators.
Each status indicator consists of 2-colored lamps - one of which is indicating a failure (red) and the
other one is indicating a process in progress (green). The red GPS/ALARM indicator, which shows
that the Alarm (warning signal) mode is on, is an exception.

NM - means that it’s no matter what LED indicator is blinking at the current moment.

Usage of the buttons on the device:
Top Right red (5) :
Switch on and switch off the device.
Also after device is turned on , by pressing one time it activates the "flight" mode, tracking
every 2 secs , sending data to server every 20 secs
If you dont press it , the economy mode is activated by default tracking every 30 secs,
sendinf to server every 120. When flight mode is on , the gps led flashes red and green.
Top Left Green button (12)
Is used at the end of flight to signal succesfull landing. should be pressed just once. then wait
20 secs and use the top right red button to switch off the device.
Middle SOS button (6):
Signal an emergency, press just once.
Bottom Left Yellow(6)
Can be programmed to call a phone number
Bottom Right Blue (9)
Turns on economy mode if flight mode is active.

